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beam data


A. Sapronov; JINR

A. Abusleme; SLAC
bunch count
2670 (5340 LowQ)

2820
bunch distance
363 ns

308ns
bunch train length
0,97ms

0,87ms
bunch train distance

200ms





all following data are for one detector side only!

LumiCal

tracker:

z=2270mm
r=(80..195)mm
2 layer, each:
250um sensor + 500um electronics
50mm distance
1000 sectors (0.36°)
1643 cylinder (70um)

=> ~3.29 * 10e6 channels

calorimeter:

z=2370mm
r=(80..195)mm; FE electronics @ r=(195..220mm) with water cooling
30 layer, each:
3,4mm tungsten + 300um sensor + 2,5mm electronics (shaper?, S/H?, ???) behind whole sensor area
48 sectors (7.5°)

R. Ingbir; Uni Tel Aviv
W. Wierba; IFJ PAN
cylinder
48
64
(195-80)/(1.6 sensor height + 0.2 space)

=> ~7 * 10e4 / 1 * 10e5 channels




BeamCal

z=3500mm
r=(20..165)mm; electronics @ r=(165..175mm)
30 layer, each:
3,5mm W + 300um sensor
8mm / segment (sectors) ???
3248 segments

=> ~1 * 10e5 channels


GamCal

?????????????????????????



net data rates (per side / overhead due to packet handling, error correction etc. unconsidered):

2820 adc values (AV) / bunch train / channel * 5 bunch trains / s => 14100 AV / s / channel

data source
channels
AV / s
data res.
data rate
LumiCal tracker:
3.29 * 10e6
2 Lay * 1000 Sec * 1643 Cyl
14100
8 bit ???
~ 370 Gbit/s
LumiCal calorimeter:
1 * 10e5
30 Lay * 48 Sec * 64 Cyl
14100
10 bit
~ 14 Gbit/s
BeamCal physics:
 1 * 10e5
30 Lay * 3248 Seg
14100
10 bit
~ 14 Gbit/s
BeamCal diagnostics:
~ 3 layer * 100 channels/layer
32
14100
10 bit
~ 4.5 Mbit/s
BeamCal lumi feedback
(!!!realtime transmission btw. bunches!!!)
1 
(sum of 32)
14100
10 bit
~ 150 kbit/s
GamCal:
???
14100
???




envisaged BeamCal physics transfer:

32 ch. via 50Mbit/s link => ~3000 links / side needed (30 * 3248 / 32)




faster link version (regardless channel concetration problem and LowQ mode):

1Gbit/s / 14100 AV/s / 10bit  => 7000 channel/link => ~15 links / side needed (1*10e5 / 7000)





questions:

What's LowQ? What about the double count of bunches at LowQ?

What about the differences in parameters above?

What's the lumical tracker? Are that all independend channels which needs to become readout? What's the data resolution?

What about GamCal (parameter)? How to transfer data over ~150..180m, which GamCal is away?

How to sum channels far from each other for diagnostics and fast feedback?

What about triggering? Is there a machine signal? How to deliver it to the frontend electronics system? How to sync data streams?

Are higher speed link wise because higher amount of channels to concentrate to link chip?

Where are spaces of which size for electronics and which space will be used for digitalization?

How are the maximum values of power consumpion (heat generation) for the various calorimeters? What about the water pipe? What's the optimum speed (muxed ADC, links) under consideration of P ~ f^2 (i.e. slower speed with using whole gap btw. bunch trains <=> fastest possible transfer with switching electronics the other time completely off)?




